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BACKGROUND
Peru is the 4th largest South American country
by population, with approx. 33 million
inhabitants. Much of the country has been
impacted by Catholicism, but some regions in
eastern parts of the country have groups not
reached by any form of Christianity. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE GOSPEL
With more than 400,000 people, Huancayo, is
the 8th largest city of the nation and is a
gateway city to regions less impacted by
Christianity. In a mountainous region, its
altitude is more than 10,000 feet.

Huancayo is a very large
city with access to other
areas that have minimal
Christian influence.



Church outing in 2019 where
3 people were baptized.

THE CHURCH PLANT
In 2017 a new church was started by two
missionary families who moved to Huancayo.
North Boulevard began supporting one of our
own members, Ann, daughter of Cheryl and
Nick Horton, to join the team in 2018. 

In its first three years, one church was started
that grew to three dozen members. Challenges to
growth and leadership development came to the
young church during the COVID-19 pandemic, in
which Peru became the world’s deadliest nation
and imposed some of the most strict quarantine
controls on the planet.

On Mission



During the pandemic of 2020-2021, the
original church planters were forced to
leave Peru. 

During that time, Ann married Micky
Onofre, who is a Peruvian domestic
missionary from Lima. 

The Onofres have continued their own
intensive training in missionary principles
while encouraging leadership development
and maintaining momentum of the church
through challenging circumstances. 

PANDEMIC SHUT DOWNS

MARRIAGE ON MISSION

Our goal is always
to make disciples
and plant churches.



The church in Huancayo needs continued
guidance in order to grow to a point that
it can sustain itself and start additional
churches in the region.

A need for growing churches exists in the
city itself, and many outlying towns and
villages in the area have a great need for
new churches. 

Vibrant churches in this area can have
significant impact on the future of
Christianity in many Peruvian cities that
have had little or no Christian influence.

MOVING FORWARD



Church Liaison: Bob Blaylock, Dawn Harrison

Micky and Ann have
made a commitment
through at least 2024 to
promote numerical and
spiritual growth in the
new church. 

The Onofres are working to implement
disciple making movement (DMM) principles
for more rapid leadership development and
to start other churches in the region.

Prayers are needed for members of the
Huancayo church to grow and to capture a
vision of blessing the nation of Peru in
the name of Christ.

PRAYER REQUESTS


